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The transition metal ions, Cr��, Mo��, W�� and Re�, abstract one or more fluorine atoms or CmFn groups
(m = 1,2; n = 1–5) in collisions with fluorocarbon self-assembled monolayers (F-SAMs). The number of
atoms abstracted increases with collision energy, and with W�� and Re� it is possible to maximize a specific
scattered product ion by selecting the appropriate collision energy. The collision energy dependence
suggests that dissociation of the products of multiple abstractions is not an important source of any of the
observed ion/surface reaction products. The ions W�� and Re� activate and insert into C–C as well as C–F
bonds. In Re� collisions, products of C–C bond activation are of comparable intensity to the C–F activation
products. The reactivity of the ions towards fluorine abstraction is observed to be
Cr��<Mo��<W��< Re�. The data are interpreted in terms of reaction at the surface and are
rationalized by considering three factors (i) the electronic structures of the ions, (ii) the thermochemistry of
fluorine abstraction, and (iii) the degree of orbital overlap of the metal ion and the F-SAM substrate.
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The activation of the C–F bond is a topic of increasing
interest, both in solution and the gas phase.1–4 One method
of achieving this objective is through the use of gas-phase
ions, which is examined here in the case of fluorocarbon
surfaces. Desorption of species from surfaces can be
accomplished using keV, as well as hyperthermal ion
beams. Bombardment with keV beams causes both neutrals
and ions to desorb from the surface.5 Interactions of
hyperthermal (<100 eV) ions with surfaces bearing reactive
groups can lead to the formation of new chemical bonds in
the scattered ions and/or in the surface, in processes known
as ion/surface (I/S) reactions.6–10These processes have been
investigated for several years,6,11 the principal surfaces
examined being well-defined self-assembled monolayers.
Of the variety of I/S reactions studied so far, hydrogen and
fluorine atom abstraction reactions are the best under-
stood.12–14 A large variety of atomic and polyatomic
projectile ions have been shown to abstract fluorine atoms
from fluorocarbon surfaces.15–17 With most projectiles,
single fluorine atom abstraction is the only or the dominant
process which is observed;12 however, transition metal ions
abstract multiple fluorine atoms. Tungsten ions, for
example, pick up as many as five fluorine atoms in a single
collision event.12,18Single collision events that can lead to
multiple abstraction processes are also known in the case of

hydrogen atom abstractions.19 Generally, atomic ions are
found to be more reactive than their polyatomic counter-
parts in C–F bond activation. The reactions in general are
thermochemically controlled, in the simple sense that those
of lower energy requirement are preferred. Nevertheless,
thermochemical control alone is inadequate to explain all
the experimental observations,14 such as the lack of multiple
fluorine atom abstractions by C� and its ready occurrence
for B� (unpublished results).

There is valuable information in the intensity distribution
of the fluorine abstraction products. When using W�� as the
projectile ions at an appropriate collision energy, the mass
spectrum forms a roughly Gaussian distribution with WF2

��
and WF3

� as the most intense peaks.12 The intensity
distribution changes substantially when the angle of
incidence of the primary beam is varied.12 Products with
fewer fluorine atoms are enhanced by increasing the angle
of incidence. It is of interest to see how the distribution
changes with collision energy, since an evaluation of the
collision energy dependence data and comparison with the
corresponding gas-phase data might provide additional
information on the reaction mechanism, including whether
the reaction occurs at the surface, as assumed in previous
studies, or above the surface.

The latter possibility is considered because of the recent
proposal that in some specific cases, ion/surface reactions
are due to collision-induced desorption of an adsorbate
followed by ion/molecule reactions in the gas phase.20–22

Recent observations on specific ion/surface reactions show
that the product distributions reflect the adsorption geome-
try of the species at the surface, and cannot be explained if
the processes occur in the gas phase (unpublished results).
Nevertheless, it is of interest to see whether there is
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additional evidence on the location of the bond-forming
interaction from collision energy dependent studies of
fluorineatomabstraction.

With this objectivein view, we conducteda study of the
collision energy dependence of the fluorine abstraction
reactionsof thetransition metalions,Cr��, Mo��, W��, and
Re�. The results showthat single atomabstraction is most
facile at low collision energiesandasthe collision energy
increases, the product intensity shifts towards multiple
fluorine abstraction. It is possible to maximize the
abundance of any of the W�� or Re� product ions by
appropriateselection of energy at a given incident angle.

EXPERIMENTA L

The ion/surface scattering experiments were conducted
using a four-analyzer BEEQ massspectrometerdescribed
previously.23 A mass-and energy- analyzedion beamis
directed at the surface held in an ultra-high vacuum
scattering chamber, and deceleratedto the desiredenergy
prior to collision with the fluorinated self-assembled
monolayer surface. The energy and massdistribution of
the product ions is analyzed using the remaining EQ
analyzers. In theexperiments describedbelow, theangle of
incidence was 55° relative to the surfacenormal and the
scattering anglerelative to theincident beamwassetat90°,

althoughthis parametercould be varied.The experiments
were conductedat a basepressureof 5� 10ÿ9 Torr, which
wasnot changed on introduction of thesample into the ion
source. All dataarerecordedin Thomson,where 1 Th = 1
Dalton/electronic charge.24 The collision energy range
investigatedin theseexperiments was10–200eV. Primary
ions were generated by 70eV electron impact upon
Cr(CO)6, Mo(CO)6, W(CO)6 and Re2(CO)10 (Aldrich
ChemicalCo.,Milwaukee,WI, USA) andC6F14 (Lancaster,
Windham,NH, USA).

The targetsurface, a fluorocarbonself-assembledmono-
layer, CF3(CF2)7CH2CH2S-Au, was prepared25,26 by ex-
posing a 1 mM solutionof thecorresponding thiol solution
in ethanolto acleangoldsurfacefor at least24hours. After
self-assembly, the monolayer surface was sonicated in
ethanol for a minute andwashedrepeatedly in ethanoland
hexane, then dried under a streamof nitrogen. The gold
surface was prepared by thermal evaporation of Au
(2000Å) on a (111) polished Si crystal face(with sputter-
deposited5 nm buffer layerof Cr). X-ray diffraction of the
gold surfaceprepared in this way showed (111) reflections
(Siemensdiffractometer).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure1 showsthescatteredion massspectrarecordedupon

Figure 1. Scatteredion massspectrarecordeduponcollision of 52Cr�� at a fluorocarbonmonolayersurfaceat
variousincidentenergies.Thecollision energiesandthe ion/surfacereactionproductsareindicated.
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collision of 52Cr�� at a fluorocarbon monolayer at different
collision energies.Thespectraincludethefluorineabstrac-
tion products,CrF� andCrF2

��, aswell asfluorocarbonions
which are characteristic products of chemical sputtering
from a fluorocarbon SAM surface. Note that CrF� is
observedevenat a collision energyas low as20eV. Note
alsothatat thiscollision energythespectrum doesnotshow
anypeaksdueto chemical sputtering (i.e. to thedissociative
chargeexchangeprocess that yields the SAM fragments,
CF�, CF3

�, etc.). These peaksonly appearin the mass
spectrumrecordedabove30eV collision energy.This is
consistentwith thelow recombination energyof 6.76eV for
Cr�, 27 which thereforemakesfluorocarbonion formation
substantially endothermic.Referring to Fig. 1(b), note the
occurrence of C3F3

� which is a high-energy speciesandis
normally of lower abundance than C2F5

� in the Xe��
chemicalsputtering spectrum of fluorocarbon surfaces (the
thresholdenergiesof C2F5

� and C3F3
� in Xe�� chemical

sputtering areabout18and40eV, respectively)13. Notethat
no C2F5

� is observed in Fig. 1(b). The formation of the
C3F3

� in this spectrum is therefore believed to occur

Table 1. Thermochemical data for formation of MF n
� products

from gas-phasereactionsof Cr�� and Mo�� with C2F6
a

Heatof reaction,kcal/mol
Projectile Product C=C bondformation

(whenapplicable)b
no C=C bond
formationc

Cr�� CrF� 56 56
CrF2

�� 93 146
CrF3

� 148 197
Mo�� MoF� 36 36

MoF2
�� 9 62

MoF3
� 41 90

MoF4
�� 5 121

MoF5
� 126 175

a Datafrom reference 27.
b Calculated from thegas-phasereaction

M�: � C2F6 ! MF�n � C2F6ÿn

c Calculatedfrom thegas-phasereaction

M�: � C2F6 ! MF� � C2F5:

MF� � C2F6 ! MF�:2 � C2F5: etc:

Figure 2.Thetoppaneldisplaysthescatteredion massspectra(90Th andabove)at90eV.Thebottompanel
displaysanenergyresolvedmassspectrum(ERMS)plot for theion/surfacereactionproductsproducedupon
collision of 98Mo�� at a fluorocarbonmonolayersurfacein a collision energyrangefrom 20 to 200eV.
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through a low-energy ion/surface reaction, in which the
metal ion causes C–C cleavage and simultaneous F2

elimination. The lack of an observablechange in the
intensity of this ion afterextendedXe�� chemical sputtering
or surface atom/group abstraction experiments demon-
strates that it is the result of a single ion/surfacecollision
event.

Formation of CrF� in the gasphasefrom groundstate
Cr� and a typical fluorocarbonis 56kcal/mol endother-
mic.27 The fact that this ion displays a threshold of
approximately 20eV in ion/surfacecollisions (Fig. 1(a))
suggests that the surfacecollision converts the required
56kcal/mol (2.4eV, i.e. 12%) of translational into internal
energy. This energy deposition in the course of charge
exchangeat a surfacecanbecompared with that deposited
into the scatteredion in inelastic surfacecollisions. In the
latter case,themostprobable T → V conversionefficiency
is approximately 20%.28,29

Thedoublefluorineabstractionproduct, CrF2
�, is formed

at higher collision energy. This is in accordance with
thermochemical considerations,since this reactionis more
endothermic than single fluorine abstraction.However,
evenafter increasingthe collision energybeyond100eV,
noCrF3

� is observed.Thereaction thermochemicaldatafor
theformationof CrFx

� (x = 1–3)havebeenestimated27 and
aredisplayedin Table1. As onecansee,the formation of
CrF3

� is highly endothermic, andthis resultemphasizesthe
control of thermochemistry over ion/surface reactions.

Figure 2 showsthe scatteredion massspectrarecorded
uponcollisionof 98Mo�� at thefluorocarbonSAM at 90eV
collision energy, as well as an energy resolved mass
spectrum (ERMS) plot for collision energiesranging from
20to 190eV.Referringto theERMSplot, at20eV collision
energy, no reaction products are observable, only the
projectile ion is seen.The productMoF� beginsto appear
in the massspectrumat a collision energy between 20 and
25eV. As shownin Table 1, the formation of this ion is
36kcal/mol endothermic, 20kcal/mol less than CrF�

formation. However, the threshold collision energy for
formation of CrF� was observed to be lower than the
threshold energy for MoF�, 20 and 24eV, respectively.
This stresses the contribution of factors other than
thermochemistry in controlling these reactive collisions.
The thermochemical requirements for subsequentfluorine
abstractionswereestimated27 andthesedataarealso shown
in Table 1. Upon increasing the collision energyto 30 eV,
bothMoF2

� andMoF3
�� areobserved,andonincreasingthe

collisionenergy by anadditional 10eV, theproductof four
fluorine abstraction is observable.The relativeabundances
of the abstraction products MoF� and MoF2

�� increase
rapidly at lower energybut above60eV collision energy
their intensities level out. At this point, and for the
remainderof the collision energyrangeexamined MoF2

��,
is the base peak. This is consistent with the small
endothermicity of MoF2

�� formation (with accompanying
C=C double-bondformation). Although not shownin the
ERMS plot, sputteringproducts areobservablefrom 40eV
onwards.Againreferringto Fig.2, it is alsoof interestto see
that the fractional conversionof Mo�� to products (defined
as � abundance of MoFn

�/abundance of incident Mo��)
remains approximately constantas the collision energy
increases.The fact that a maximum of only four fluorine
atoms are abstracted rather than more, suggests that
thermochemical factorsinhibit theabstraction of more than
four atoms.

Figure 3 shows the scatteredion massspectrarecorded
upon collision of 184W�� at the fluorocarbonsurface. It is
interesting to seethat the product ion distribution changes
substantially towards higher abstraction productswith an
increasein collisionenergy.It is possibleto make any ion,
from WF� to WF3

��, themajorproductof thereaction, just
by adjusting the collision energy. The absence of a
substantialamountof W�� andWF� beyond40eV suggests
that (i) there is no substantial fragmentation of the ion/
surfacereactionproductsand(ii) thatthesereactionsdonot
occurasaresultof associationprocessesin thegasphase.In
the gas phase30 WF� is the major reaction peak under
single- and multiple-collision conditions with fluorocar-
bons. If thereweresubstantial fragmentation of ion/surface
reaction productsathighcollisionenergy,onewouldexpect
a reversalin the intensity pattern. However, it has to be
rememberedthat the fragmentation productscan undergo
further abstractionandthe co-occurrenceof both fragmen-
tation andreaction cannotbe ruled out.

As thecollisionenergy is increased,additionalprocesses
involving C–C bond cleavageand abstraction of CmFn

(m = 1,2; n = 1–3)groupsoccur. Although thenature of the
bonding in theseions is in question, it is certainthat more
channels of interactionbecomeavailable as the collision
energy is increased. Molecular dynamics studiesof ion/
surface interactions show that as the collision energy
increases,the ion is within the interaction region of the
surfacefor a longer periodof time.31 This is especially true
of anorganic monolayermatrix, which is expectedto havea
high compressibility. During suchan interaction, a larger
volume of the matrix is accessibleto the ion.

Figure 4 presents the scattered ion mass spectrum
recorded upon collision of 187Re� with the fluorocarbon
SAM. Many featuresare similar to the W�� data,but the
fluorocarbonabstraction products, ReCF��, ReCF2

� and
ReCF3

�� arenow of comparableabundanceto the fluorine
abstractionproducts.It is apparentthathighcollisionenergy
favors Re–Cbond formation over Re–Fformation. While
theW�� fluorocarbonabstractionproductsarefirst observed
at 60eV, the first carbonaceous abstraction product,
ReCF2

�, is observed at only 40eV. It is important to note
that fluorocarbon abstraction products are not observed
when usingCr�� or Mo�� as the projectile. Unfortunately,
therearenobondenergy valuesavailable in theliteratureto
allow thesecomparisonsto be takenfurther. However the
C–Ccleavagewith newbondformation to themetalcenter
canhardlybeahigherenergy processthantheC–Fcleavage
process. The difference in threshold energy is therefore
ascribed to the fact that the C–F bondsare at the surface,
while the C–Cbondsarenot.

It is worthnotingthattherelative abundancesof ReCFn
�

(n = 1–4)donotcorrelateto thoseof thechemical sputtering
products. Typical Xe�� chemical sputtering spectra of
fluorocarbonSAMs show an intensity of CFn

� peaksin
the order CF3

�> CF�> CF2
�. However, ReCF2

� and
ReCF3

� are roughly of the sameintensity above 50eV.
Moreover, we also see peaks corresponding to ReCF4

�,
ReC2F3

� andReC2F4
� in themassspectraabove50eV,and

these intensities arenot inconsistent with the intensities of
thefluorocarbonionswhile CF4

�� is not evenobservedasa
chemical sputteringproduct. Theseresults areall consistent
with the suggestion that the reactionoccurs at ratherthan
above the surface, and that it does not involve charge
exchange.Instead, mechanisms suchasthe fluoronium ion
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mechanism and C–F insertion mechanism, recently pro-
posedin thecaseof Xe�� reactivescattering13 areindicated.

Focusing on the differences betweenthe scattered ion
mass spectra for the different projectiles, it becomes
apparent that C–C bond activation (excluding chemical
sputtering peaksin the form of CxFy

�) are only observed
with W�� andRe� asprojectiles.This suggests that of the
four projectiles ions investigatedonly W�� and Re� are
capable of inserting into and breaking C–C bonds.
Examining thesespectraeven more closely, we see that
theintensity of theC–Cbondactivationproducts in theRe�

spectraat high collision energies rival the intensity of the
C–Fbondactivationproducts.While C–Cbondactivationis

observedwith W�� astheprojectile, it doesnot occurto the
sameextent.

Why shouldthesetransition metalionsundergo multiple
fluorine abstraction reactions?Comparison with the chem-
istry of p-block elementsstudiedpreviously32 suggests that
theelectronic structureof the ion is importantin determin-
ing the natureof the reactionproduct. We suggest that the
electronic structure should be suchthat unpairedelectrons
mustbeavailable for anion to undergo atomabstraction in
the ion/surface collision event. Al though the collision
energymay be usedto circumventthe activation barrier,
theelectronicstructurehasto befavorable.Whenboththese
factors are favorable, a third factor, the extent of spatial

Figure 3. Scatteredion massspectra(180 Th and above)recordedupon collision of 184W�� at a
fluorocarbonmonolayersurfaceat variousincidentenergies.Thecollision energiesandtheion/surface
reactionproductsareindicated.
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overlapbetweentheinteractingsystems,mightbeimportant
in determining thenumberof atomsabstracted.To illustrate
the point, consider the cases of C�� and TI�. For C��
(2s22p1), althoughmultiple fluorine abstractionsare ther-
mochemically favored,they areelectronically unfavorable
sinceC possessesonly oneunpairedelectron.Experimental
results showtheabstraction of only onefluorineatom.12 In
the caseof Tl� (5d106s2) neitherthe thermochemistry nor
electronic structure(no unpairedelectrons)is favorableand
consequentlyfluorine abstractionis not observed.32

In order to illustrate these factors in the casesof the
transition metal ions studied here,considertheir electronic
structures more closely.33 The ions Cr�� (3s23p63d5) and
Mo�� (4s24p64d5) both exist in 6S5/2 electronic ground

states, while W�� (5s25p65d46s1) and Re� (5s25p65d56s1)
haveelectronic groundstates,5D0 and 6S5/2, respectively.
The ionization energies of Cr (6.76eV) andMo (7.10eV)
arehigherthanthatof W (7.98eV) which is close to thatof
Re (7.87eV). In both Cr�� andMo�� the first excited state
lies1.47eV higherthanthegroundstate.In thecaseof W��,
thelowestexcited statehasa configuration,5d5 (6S5/2), and
is only 0.92eV higherin energy while Re� hasa closedS-
shell lowest excited state(5d46s2 (5D0)) which is 1.71eV
higher in energy. This electronic picture suggests thatall of
these transition metals can undergomultiple abstraction
reactions – up to five (for W��, Mo�� andCr��) or six (for
Re�) – if thermochemistry andotheraspects arefavorable.

Al thougha theoretical maximum of five or six fluorine

Figure 4. Scatteredion mass spectra(180 Th and above) recordedupon collision of 187Re� at a
fluorocarbonmonolayersurfaceat variousincident energies.Due to low primary ion current,the 35eV
spectrumis noisy.Thecollision energiesandthe ion/surfacereactionproductsareindicated.
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atomscanbeabstracted,fewerabstractionsareobservedfor
Cr��, Mo�� andRe�, evenathighcollisionenergies.This is
most likely due to the spatial extension of the orbitals
concerned.Thed-orbitaloccupancyanddimensionsof W��
and Re� are similar. Although thermochemical valuesfor
Re-fluorides are not available, one assumes that they are
similar to thoseof W. Sinceexcitationenergiesarenothigh,
involvementof theexcitedstatesin thereactivity cannotbe
ruled out for Cr��, Mo�� andRe�, andthey areevenmore
likely to participate in the caseof W��. The bond energy
valuesfor thevariousmetal–fluoridebondsarein theorder,
W–F (130.9kcal/mol)>Mo–F (111.0kcal/mol)> Cr–F
(106.2kcal/mol).

The results presented above suggest that ion/surface
reactions occur at the surface, on a short time-scale. No
metal ions are observed in the subsequent chemical
sputtering event, suggesting that reactionsoccur in the
courseof single scatteringevents.Thefact thatit is possible
to completely avoid certain products just by varying
collision energy further supportsthe argument that all of
the reaction products are formed in single ion/surface
collision encounters.Had therebeenassociation reactions
between the ions and the neutrals in the gas phasethere
would be no reason why certain products would not be
produced. In fact, in the gas-phasecollision experiments,
theproductpatternremainslargely thesameovera rangeof
collision energies.34 If I/S reactions occur as a result of
gaseous association processes, for one to explain the
absenceof certainreactionproductsit is necessary to argue
that the ions undergomultiple collisionsand that reaction
products undergosubsequentreactivecollisions.This does
not seemlikely in thesmall interaction regionwithin 5Å of
the surface. Particularly noteworthy is that Re� at low
collision energies produces a great deal more C–C
activation and cleavageproducts than W�� does, while
both metals have approximately the samemass. With a
groundstateconfiguration5s2 5p6 5d5 6s1, Re� hasa large
number of unpairedelectronswhich is surelya factor in its
ability to cleaveC–CbondsmorereadilythanW��. Thus,in
order to accurately predict abstractionreactions, onemust
consider threefactors;the electronicstructure of the ions,
the thermochemistry of the reaction,andfinally the degree
of orbital overlap between the projectile and the surface
species.
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